
Exam

Name___________________________________

MULTIPLE CHOICE.  Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answers the question.

1) A legal form of segregation in U.S. cities is achieved through
A) zoning.
B) greenbelts.
C) redlining.
D) busing.
E) blockbusting.

2) Public housing is
A) low-income government-owned housing.
B) buildings housing public services, such as government agencies.
C) illegally established low-income housing.
D) housing that has changed from single-family owner occupancy to abandonment.
E) a conversion of low-income housing to middle-class housing.

3) Which type of agriculture is found primarily in less developed countries?
A) mechanized
B) truck farming
C) Mediterranean
D) commercial gardening
E) shifting cultivation

4) World Bank assistance goes largely to countries in
A) colonial holdings of the United States and the United Kingdom.
B) Asia.
C) Eastern Europe.
D) South America.
E) Sub-Saharan Africa.

5) Prime agricultural land in the United States is being replaced with
A) urban land uses.
B) military bases.
C) grazing land use.
D) nature preserves.
E) oil drilling.

6) An industry in which employee costs are a high percentage of expenses is called
A) day labor hires.
B) sweatshop.
C) labor intensive industry.
D) white collar jobs.
E) union shops.
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7) Development is best defined as
A) the process of improving the conditions of people by diffusing the American way of life.
B) the process of improving the conditions of people by shifting the economic ideology from an entirely

capitalist mode to a blended economy.
C) the process of improving the conditions of people through the diffusion of knowledge and technology.
D) the process of improving the conditions of people by becoming a federal state.
E) the process of improving the conditions of people by improving diplomatic ties.

8) Fracking is most closely associated with extracting
A) molybdenum.
B) copper.
C) diamonds.
D) coal.
E) natural gas.

9) The largest component of the U.S. population lives in
A) central cities.
B) suburbs.
C) rural settlements.
D) nonmetropolitan areas.
E) the second and third rings of the concentric zone model.

10) According to Homer Hoyt's sector model, once a district with high-class housing is established, the most
expensive new housing is built

A) on the inner edge of that district, closer to the center.
B) on the outer edge of the suburban area, farther out from the center.
C) on the outer edge of that district, farther out from the center.
D) in the skyscrapers of the CBD.
E) in old industrial buildings and retail shops.

11) The seasonal migration of livestock between mountains and lowland pastures is
A) transhumance.
B) livestock ranching.
C) pastoral nomadism.
D) transnomadism.
E) practiced mostly in the tropics.

12) Empowerment refers to
A) disenfranchised women.
B) the ability of women to achieve economic and political power.
C) a constitutional guarantee of equal pay for equal work.
D) a constitutional guarantee that women have the right to choose.
E) a woman being given permission to serve in the military.

13) The fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century A.D. brought about what change in urban settlements?
A) rapid urbanization
B) revival of urban life
C) increased trade
D) reduction in urban population
E) development of city-states
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14) The maximum distance people are willing to travel for a service is
A) hinterland. B) median. C) range. D) meridian E) threshold.

15) The greatest challenge to world food supply has been
A) military conflict.
B) global warming.
C) food prices.
D) drought.
E) limited labor.

16) In a simplified model of a city, the zone where retail and office activities are clustered is the
A) hub.
B) urbanized downtown area.
C) metropolitan statistical area.
D) central business district.
E) central commerce zone.

17) Which type of agriculture is practiced by the largest percentage of the world's people?
A) hunting and gathering
B) intensive subsistence
C) plantation
D) shifting cultivation
E) pastoral nomadism

18) A company which uses more than one ________ will often locate near break-of-bulk points.
A) raw material
B) energy supply
C) consumer market
D) mode of transport
E) type of labor

19) The threat of famine is most persistent in which region of the globe?
A) Congo River Basin
B) South Asia
C) Central America
D) Horn of Africa and the Sahel
E) Southeast Asia

20) Heterogeneity is more a characteristic of
A) rural and urban centers.
B) manufacturing centers and rural populations.
C) suburban and rural communities.
D) urban centers than rural communities.
E) ancient urban centers than modern urban centers.

21) The challenge of local government fragmentation is
A) gerrymandering keeps disrupting the boundaries.
B) there are too many elections.
C) federal money goes to the group that complains the most.
D) it makes it difficult to solve regional problems.
E) schoolchildren have to change schools too often.
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22) What is the purpose of crop rotation?
A) maintaining price supports
B) responding to shifting consumer preference
C) reducing transportation costs
D) maintaining fresh products for market
E) maintaining the fertility of fields

23) LDCs specialize in what two types of global business services?
A) entertainment and recreation
B) biotechnology and medical research
C) regional command and control centers
D) management consulting and staff training
E) offshore financial and back office

24) According to Rostow's development model, the process of development begins when
A) banking institutions are sufficiently mature.
B) workers become more skilled and specialized.
C) take-off industries achieve technical advances.
D) a high percentage of national wealth is allocated to nonproductive activities.
E) an elite group initiates innovative activities.

25) HDI is function of
A) fair trade, sustainability, and education.
B) low debt, education, and health.
C) standard of living, education, and health.
D) education, health, and democracy.
E) standard of living, environmental health, and democracy.

26) Gentrification
A) allows lower income families to remain in their homes through public subsidies.
B) is the process by which lower-class people move into deteriorated middle-income neighborhoods and

subdivide the housing.
C) is the process by which upper-class people move into deteriorated middle-income neighborhoods and

subdivide the housing so that lower-income people can move in.
D) is the process by which middle-class people move into deteriorated inner-city neighborhoods and

renovate the housing.
E) has almost no influence on housing prices and taxes.

27) Which of the following is NOT an agricultural hearth?
A) Africa's South Africa
B) East Asia's Yangtze River Valley
C) Southwest Asia's Mesopotamia
D) Latin America's Andean Mountains
E) Latin America's Mexico's highlands

28) Which of the following is NOT true about periodic markets around the globe?
A) Korean periodic markets are timed with the lunar cycle.
B) In Africa, markets occur every 3 to 7 days based on ethnic differences.
C) Chinese markets operate within a 3-city arrangement of which one is the central market.
D) Muslim markets operate every day of the week.
E) China's periodic markets are timed to fit 3 10-day cycles in a lunar month.
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29) After maize, the most important crop in the U.S. mixed crop and livestock region is
A) wheat.
B) barley.
C) soybeans.
D) fruits and vegetables.
E) sugar beets.

30) If a country's largest city has 1,000,000 inhabitants and the second largest city has 200,000 inhabitants, the
country follows what distribution?

A) economic base
B) primate city
C) equidistant
D) central place
E) rank-size

31) Many of the poor on the periphery of cities in less developed countries live in areas known as
A) council estates.
B) squatter settlements.
C) public housing.
D) suburbs.
E) the zone in transition.

32) People are more productive in more developed countries because they
A) have access to more technology.
B) have a low amount of value added per person.
C) work harder.
D) are consistently better educated.
E) understand their jobs better than workers in less developed countries.

33) Which of the following is most likely a basic economic activity?
A) travel agency
B) steel mill
C) grocery store
D) video rental store
E) gas station

34) This method of soil cultivation reduces soil erosion and runoff.
A) short fallow
B) swidden farming
C) truck farming
D) multi-cropping
E) conservation tillage
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35) The gravity model predicts that the optimal location of a service is
A) directly related to the number of people in the area and inversely related to the distance people must

travel to access it.
B) directly related to the number of people and services in the area and inversely related to the lengths of

highways and railways that access it.
C) directly related to the distance people must travel and inversely related to the number of people in the

area.
D) directly related to the range in the area and inversely related to the hinterland.
E) directly related to the median of people in the area and inversely related to the meridian of people who

travel to access it.

36) Which is a characteristic of shifting cultivation?
A) Swiddens not under cultivation are used for mining operations.
B) A new site is designated every 50 years.
C) Land is cleared by tractors or large work crews.
D) A new site is designated every few years.
E) Debris is mulched to provide the soil with nutrients.

37) According to the sector model, if family X has an income of $100,000 and family Y has an income of $40,000 but
family Z has an income of $115,000

A) families Y and Z are likely to live in the same sector of the city.
B) families X, Y, and Z are likely to live in the same sector of the city.
C) families X and Z are likely to live in the same sector of the city.
D) families X and Y are likely to live in the same sector of the city.
E) none of these families are likely to live in the same sector of the city.

38) The zone in transition in U.S. cities typically contains which of the following?
A) legal offices and parking lots
B) warehouses, industry, and poorer-quality housing
C) skyscrapers, suburbs, agricultural land, parking lots, and restaurants
D) agricultural land
E) suburbs, agricultural land, parking lots, and transportation hubs

39) The area surrounding a service from which customers are attracted is the
A) range. B) median. C) hinterland. D) meridian E) threshold.

40) ________ model is used by geographers to explain the importance of proximity to the market in the choice of
crops to the commercial farm.

A) von Helsing's
B) von Thünen's
C) McKinley's
D) Iqbel's
E) Whittlesey's

41) What do critics charge are some effects of Structural Adjustment Programs for refinancing loans to LDCs?
A) more dissemination of information to the public
B) more efficient civil service
C) diverting investment from weapons and training for the military to social needs such as health and

education
D) workers in state enterprises losing their jobs and support for dependent citizens being cut
E) investment benefiting the poor, not just the elite
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42) A food desert is usually associated with
A) rust belt cities.
B) sweets like cakes, candies, or pies.
C) parts of the country where fresh fruit, vegetables, and other healthful whole foods are unavailable, usually

found in impoverished areas.
D) markets in the Southwest United States.
E) hydroponic cultivation in arid environments.

43) Global cities are defined by
A) their location relative to other cities.
B) their total population in relation to major capital cities.
C) their total population.
D) the number of museums, monuments, and universities they offer.
E) the number and type of business services found there.

44) The city plus its surrounding built-up suburbs is the
A) consolidated metropolitan statistical area.
B) regional government federation.
C) central city.
D) metropolitan statistical area.
E) urbanized area.

45) Edge cities emerged as a consequence of
A) suburbanization.
B) gentrification.
C) remanufacturing.
D) census classification.
E) highway construction.

46) Which is NOT a form of subsistence agriculture?
A) shifting cultivation
B) intensive
C) Mediterranean
D) transhumance
E) pastoral nomadism

47) The potential use of a service at a location is related directly to population and inversely to distance in the
A) population model.
B) threshold model.
C) distance decay.
D) gravity model.
E) gravitational model.

48) Which of the following is NOT true about solar energy?
A) One can find solar panels for sale in the bazaars of Morocco.
B) Passive solar energy systems increased in the nineteenth century with glass windows.
C) Solar energy is often a first choice in remote locations.
D) Solar heating is used to provide hot water in places like Israel and Japan.
E) Solar power is widely used in the United States, providing over 20 percent of the electricity.
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49) The biggest problem in promoting development through the international trade alternative is
A) increased demand for many goods.
B) regional cooperation.
C) increased price of petroleum.
D) consumer demand expanding faster than manufacturing can increase.
E) unequal distribution of resources.

50) A place where farm buildings, homes, and churches are found close together is what kind of settlement?
A) clustered rural
B) linear rural
C) primordial
D) dispersed rural
E) urban

51) A significant drawback to wind power is
A) the novelty of windmill technology raises the risk.
B) the cost of the turbines requires significant capital investment.
C) the turbines obstructing the landscape.
D) oil companies discourage it.
E) there are only a few areas on the globe that would benefit.

52) Central Place Theory predicts larger settlements are
A) less numerous and closer together.
B) more numerous and closer together.
C) more numerous.
D) more numerous and farther apart.
E) less numerous and farther apart.

53) Which of the following is NOT true about contemporary factories?
A) The tend to be located proximate to suburban highway junctions.
B) They are best functioning as a single-story building.
C) They tend to locate on rural or suburban land because of lower taxes.
D) They tend to cluster in industrial parks.
E) They require proximity to rail lines.

54) Which of the following is NOT true about the world's fastest-growing cities?
A) Rural to urban migration accounts for a significant increase in urban population in developing countries.
B) High natural increase rates contribute to substantial urban growth.
C) Las Vegas, Nevada, Austin, Texas, and Atlanta, Georgia, are among the fastest growing cities in the

developed world.
D) The high urban growth in the developing world suggests considerable industrialization and economic

development.
E) Tokyo, Seoul, and New York City are the only three cities in the developed world in the top 10 of the

world's largest cities.

55) The Green Revolution is best described as
A) the elimination of locally used techniques in favor of automation.
B) organic urban farming.
C) the diffusion of more productive agriculture techniques in the 1970s and 1980s.
D) recycling programs introduced in the 1990s.
E) urban farming in Detroit.
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56) The spatial clustering of high tech industry in Silicon Valley was a result of
A) tax holidays and climate amenities.
B) skilled labor and venture capital.
C) skilled labor and climate amenities.
D) the Pacific Rim economy and brain drain.
E) venture capital and tax holidays.

57) Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of the Fair Trade movement?
A) Cooperatives intend to benefit local farmers and artisans, rather than absentee corporate owners.
B) Standards intending to protect workers are instituted in LDCs.
C) Employers must pay fair wages and comply with environmental and safety standards.
D) Protection of workers' rights is already a high priority for multinational corporations.
E) Fair Trade business practices increase entrepreneurial and managerial skills of producers.

58) If the IHDI is less than the HDI, this indicates
A) the levels of inequality are equal to the global average.
B) there are lower levels of inequality in that country than there are in the world.
C) there are higher levels of inequality in that country than there are in the world.
D) There is no comparison between the two indices as they measure different things.
E) The HDI is really a function of the IHDI so this condition is impossible.

59) According to the international trade approach to development, a country should identify all but which of its
following assets?

A) imports that it should limit
B) abundant agricultural products
C) abundant mineral resources
D) international consumer preferences
E) high quality manufactured goods

60) Of the following activities, before the advent of the shopping mall, which is least likely to be found in a CBD?
A) office supply store
B) city hall
C) high-end jewelry store
D) medical services
E) legal services

61) In addition to integrated mills, about one-fourth of U.S. steel production is now attributed to
A) minimills which have revitalized the old steel producing center of Pittsburgh.
B) minimills which utilize scrap metal in many U.S. locations.
C) scrap metal from materials transported to the United States from China.
D) traditional mills in the South and Southeast.
E) nuclear-pellet generating plants in the Northeast.

62) Which of the following is NOT true about nuclear energy?
A) Nuclear fusion has been developed to full capacity.
B) The cost of nuclear power plants is very high due to elaborate safety protocols.
C) Nuclear power plants can experience a runaway reaction  meltdown rather than an explosion.
D) Radioactive waste storage causes concern over leakage and contamination of groundwater.
E) Uranium is a nonrenewable resource.
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63) The new international division of labor reflects the growing importance of
A) vertical integration.
B) just-in-time inventory management.
C) outsourcing.
D) access to raw materials.
E) new infrastructure.

64) The peripheral model is most closely associated with
A) smart growth.
B) the multiple nuclei model.
C) the sector model.
D) the concentric circle model.
E) megalopolis development.

65) In less developed countries, consumer goods such as telephones, televisions, and motor vehicles are
A) available only through local manufacture.
B) available for sharing by a large number of people.
C) essential to rural life.
D) familiar to many but owned by relatively few.
E) unknown and unfamiliar to most people.

66) Mexico's maquiladora plants
A) must operate far from the U.S.-Mexico border.
B) employ more than five million laborers.
C) have grown in number as factories have been closed in China.
D) have an advantage of proximity to U.S. markets.
E) have an advantage of proximity to Latin American markets.

67) The Industrial Revolution
A) introduced migration away from cities.
B) was a gradual diffusion of new ideas in industry and social, economic and political inventions.
C) was a rapid introduction of modernizing technology in Britain's colonies.
D) was a rapid introduction of modernizing technology across Europe and North America concurrently.
E) started in North America before reaching Europe.

68) The different areas of the world where Mediterranean agriculture predominates have similar
A) levels of livestock production with the mixed crop and livestock regions.
B) social customs.
C) climate.
D) cultural beliefs.
E) broad expanses of flat land along sea coasts.

69) The principal benefit of the self-sufficiency approach is to promote
A) global competitiveness for local industries.
B) the maintenance of a large bureaucracy.
C) international trade.
D) unequal distribution of resources.
E) balanced growth of all economic sectors.

70) Which fuel source has declined the most since the 1900s?
A) wood B) hydropower C) natural tas D) coal E) geothermal
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71) The fact that meat accounts for one-third of all protein intake in developed countries but only one-tenth in
developing ones suggests

A) developing nations do not have sufficient grazing land.
B) there is a cultural taboo against meat in developing nations.
C) developed nations do not produce sufficient grains to replace meat consumption.
D) developing nations are vegetarians by choice.
E) developed nations can afford more meat per capita.

72) In terms of the GII, most African countries have
A) weak national economies.
B) rates that are greater than the United States but less than Europe.
C) rates that exceed the United States and Western Europe owing to African investment in centers of higher

learning.
D) rates far below the United States and Western Europe.
E) core-periphery models.

73) Farming varies around the world because of ________ across space.
A) cultural and environmental factors
B) climate change
C) cultural and economic factors
D) farmers' personal preference and environmental factors
E) weather and climate

74) An example of a primary sector activity is
A) education.
B) mining.
C) manufacturing.
D) banking.
E) retailing.

75) Farmers in LDCs choose to grow drug crops for export primarily because of
A) their disdain for the freedoms enjoyed by developed countries.
B) their market value in MDCs.
C) their proximity to local markets.
D) their desire to fund terrorist organizations.
E) their inability to grow maize.

76) Twenty-five U.S. states have so-called "right-to-work" laws that
A) cause a great deal of trouble for labor unions attempting to organize workers and bargain with employers.
B) send a powerful signal to employers that workers have the right to join a labor union, whether or not this

unionization might cause inconveniences for management.
C) make it much more difficult for employers to limit wages, cut health benefits, and stop unions from

forming.
D) fight the efforts of factory management to break unions and keep future unions from forming.
E) are more numerous and anti-union in northern states than in southern states.
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77) The decline in the number of farmers in MDCs can best be described as a consequence of
A) urban sprawl, including the development of rings of suburbs and exurbs around major metropolitan

areas, which required larger amounts of farm production.
B) push/pull economic factors, including the lack of opportunity in rural areas and higher-paying jobs in

urban areas.
C) the increase of populations in urban areas and the reduced population in rural areas.
D) push/pull economic factors, including greater opportunities in rural areas and lower-paying jobs in urban

areas.
E) the spread of disease and starvation in rural areas, which quickly reduced the populations of farmers.

78) Which of the following is NOT perceived as a negative to using GMO seeds?
A) Long-term GMO use could destroy long-standing ecological balances in local agriculture.
B) There is an implicit long-term dependence on the United States as a supplier.
C) Import markets are likely to reject foods not properly labeled as GMO.
D) Long-term GMO use reduces the quality of the soil.
E) Long-term GMO use may reduce effectiveness of antibiotics.

79) The process that includes subdividing a house from single-family owner occupancy to multiple occupancy is
A) filtering.
B) redlining.
C) gentrification.
D) urban blight.
E) blockbusting.

80) Situation costs are critical to a firm that wishes to
A) minimize transport costs.
B) utilize a new technology.
C) avoid skilled laborers.
D) identify unique characteristics of a particular industry.
E) minimize production costs inside the plant.

81) According to the United Nations, to reduce pollution and fossil fuel dependency will require
A) fracking.
B) use of carbon capture and storage mechanisms.
C) revitalization of decommissioned high dams.
D) reinstating the R&D from the 1970s on hydrogen cars.
E) wholesale conversion to solar energy.

82) The secondary sector of the economy includes which of the following?
A) construction
B) banking
C) data processing
D) mining
E) government

83) The most significant impact that Great Britain's enclosure movement made on the rural landscape was to
A) discourage urbanization.
B) reinforce the traditional clustered rural settlement pattern.
C) produce more of a dispersed rural settlement pattern.
D) improve transportation.
E) increase the rural population.
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84) Which of the following is an INCORRECT pairing?
A) Factory discharge of warm water into a lake  Point Source Pollution
B) Municipal treatment plant  Point Source Pollution
C) Fertilizer runoff  Nonpoint Source Pollution
D) Precipitation that collect airborne contaminants  Nonpoint Source Pollution
E) Dumping chemicals (such as motor oil and antifreeze) into storm drains  Point Source Pollution

85) Oil price history shows that prices have changed sharply on several occasions. Which is NOT an event that led
to a sharp fluctuation in barrel price?

A) Oil companies control supply of oil in Southwest Asia in the early 70s keeping prices low.
B) The U.S. government removes all subsidies in 1980 to major oil companies like Exxon-Mobil causing an

increased prices.
C) OPEC refused to sell oil to allies of Israel in 1973.
D) The end of the Iran-Iraq war in 1988 led to lower prices.
E) The Iranian Revolution in 1979 and Iran-Iraq war trigger oil shortages and higher prices.

86) Compared to the United Kingdom, the amount of sprawl in the United States is
A) greater.
B) better controlled.
C) declining.
D) about the same.
E) less.

87) The BRIC designation includes which 4 countries?
A) Brazil, Russia, India, China
B) Brazil, Russia, Indonesia, China
C) Botswana, Rwanda, Ivory Coast, Cameroon
D) Bangladesh, Russia, Indonesia, China
E) Britain, Romania, Iceland, Croatia

88) The attraction of the outsourced "call center" industry to locate in India can best be explained by
A) low wages and geographic situational factors.
B) low wages and desperate conditions.
C) the wide use of English and the large number of working students.
D) Indian students' ability to work at night and geographic situational factors.
E) low wages and the wide use of English.

89) Which is the LEAST developed region among the following?
A) Western and Central Europe
B) Eastern Europe
C) Southwest Asia
D) East Asia
E) North America

90) A land use typically excluded from a North American CBD is
A) retail.
B) office.
C) industrial.
D) legal.
E) public administration.
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91) The Spine and Disamenity zones are most closely associated with a(n)
A) French Colonial city.
B) Muslim city.
C) Latin American city.
D) Apartheid city.
E) Southeast Asian city.

92) Compared to shifting cultivation, intensive subsistence agriculture is characterized by which of the following?
A) greater use of animal power
B) more diversified cropping
C) greater use of land in rainforests
D) smaller farms
E) lower population densities

93) Consumer services include
A) educational, retail, wholesale, professional, and financial service jobs.
B) wholesale, social, leisure, and information service jobs.
C) health and social, professional, and financial service jobs.
D) educational, retail, wholesale, health and social, leisure, and hospitality jobs.
E) educational, retail, wholesale, and financial service jobs.

94) Which of the following is NOT true about the world's energy supply?
A) The United States produced 50 percent of the world's petroleum output.
B) Russia and Saudi Arabia provide at least 25 percent of the world's petroleum.
C) Approximately 50 percent of the world's coal reserves are found in China.
D) 33 percent of the world's natural gas comes from the United States and other developed countries.
E) 33 percent of the world's natural gas is produced in Southwest Asia and Russia.

95) Processing of computer information is an example of which sector of the economy?
A) tertiary
B) the data sector
C) sixth percentile
D) primary
E) primary and secondary

96) Compared to the United States, poor families in European cities are more likely to be
A) clustered in suburbs.
B) distributed uniformly in the city.
C) clustered in inner-city neighborhoods.
D) dispersed throughout the city.
E) living along major boulevards.

97) As a country's per capita income increases, its per capita carbon dioxide emissions
A) begin to decrease, at first slowly and then rapidly.
B) decrease.
C) remain about the same.
D) also increase.
E) increase for a few years, then remain stable, and then begin to decrease.
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98) Multiple nuclei models are closely associated with contemporary cities in which geographical region?
A) Southwest Asia
B) Central Asia
C) North Africa
D) Sub Sahara Africa
E) Southeast Asia

99) Subsistence farmers are able to increase food supply by
A) producing cash crops for revenue to purchase food.
B) participating more regularly in periodic markets.
C) switching to livestock grazing.
D) intensifying production through increased labor supply and the addition of new techniques.
E) slash and burn agriculture.

100) CBDs in Europe
A) only house educational facilities and government offices.
B) have a limited variety of land uses.
C) follow the concentric ring model.
D) contain only government services.
E) have higher numbers of residents and more day-to-day consumer services.
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